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Figure Review - “The Charge” U.S.M.C. 1943
120mm figure by Alpine Miniatures

By Ray Rosario

This 120mm figure was released by Alpine Miniatures about four years ago depicting a U.S. Marine in
the P.T.O. charging an enemy position. There are fifteen grey resin parts including web gear and a sling
for his Garand rifle. There was very little clean up after removing the pieces from their casting blocks.
The fit was decent but to assure a solid assembly, I pinned the arms and boots (more on the latter later).
The gaps that were there were filled with glazing putty, sanded, and polished prior to priming.
I used a combination of acrylics, enamels, and oils to paint the figure. Over the last few years I have
used oils to paint my figures uniforms but this is a double edged sword. In my opinion, the oils give a
much deeper and richer color than enamels. With their slow drying time, highlighting and shadowing
is much more subtle. The problem is I typically have to custom mix the colors, which means if any
mistakes/accidents during finally assembly I may not get the correct color. This happened twice with
this figure, but learning from past mistakes I stored the left over uniform color in a sealed container and
was able (with the assistance of paint thinner) to cover the made repairs. The only addition to this
figure was replacing the rifle sling with one made of floral wire, masking tape, and card stock.
The only addition to this figure was replacing the rifle sling with one made of floral wire, masking tape,
and card stock.
Considering the pose of this figure I decided to have him charging into a enemy position. I spent a
great of time determining how to do this. The contact point to the base would be the ball of his left
foot. There would be no way this contact would support the weight of the figure. I decided to pin the
foot, but with less than a eighth of an inch of material to drill into, a metal pin would not be deep
enough to support the figure. I decided to use the figure’s weight to help with the connection. I was
able to drill a hole on the bottom of his left boot at the angle of his body’s position while running. This
allowed me to get a metal rod about a third of an inch into the boot. After tweaking the mounting rod’s
angle a few times I was satisfied with its position in relation to the base. I then drilled a hole
completely through the boot from the bottom of the heel and attached another mounting rod that would
go into his left leg about a half inch. This provided the additional support needed to hold the figure’s
body onto the boot. After puttying and five minute epoxy I let everything sit for a day. When I
mounted the figure to its base, the figure’s weight firmly held the boot and its pin into the mounting
hole.
For the scene I used celluclay for the ground work mixed up with some paint pastel (from the Robert
Magina School of Base Work). I made a palm tree log from a wooden dowel, masking tape, and card
stock. The ground work is a combination of dried oregano and basil leaves. I also added some
vegetation made of masking tape and wire (from the Kevin Conlon School of Horticulture).
Overall, it was about forty hours of work. I would recommend this figure for anyone looking to add something
to their World War II Pacific Collection.
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BayCon 2016 Show Notes

by John Nickerson

As I write this I am still crunching numbers and compiling the results, so this report is incomplete, but
seeing how the next newsletter is in February, I thought I ought to post some of the information we do
know. In general we had a good year! With 88 entrants, (75 in 2015), entering 309 or 314 models, (280
in 2015), and minimum of 179 just to view, (127 in 2015). We were up across the board.
We take the total cash box, deduct the entry fees and the remainder is divided by 3, the max per person
fee to view the models, the result is the minimum number of people that just came to view. Because of
our tiered entry fee with 65 and older getting in for $2 it skews the number. Without giving out
numbered tickets or actually counting the viewers as they walk in, that’s the best we can do.
As to the actual numbers of models, if you take the numbers from the registration book we get 309 as
recorded. If you take the number from the Master Entry Sheets we get 314, maybe. I say maybe
because some entrants left some lines blank and we don’t know if something was actually entered. So
far I have found one and filled in the line on the entry form. We also found a couple entry forms that
list more models than they reported at registration. I have checked, and no, they are not cheating us. A
couple paid the minimum fee and entered less than 5 models and one entered more than 10 and paid the
maximum fee. The category breakdown is as follows: Aircraft 66; Armor a minimum of 51;
Automotive 54; Ships 18. The 51 minimum for armor is because one judging sheet was returned
without a count of entries, the 4 awards went to 4 different entrants so we took 4 as a minimum.
We split armor category 2.03 into 2.03A Allied and 2.03B Axis, due to the number of entries, at the
request of the judges. Now just so you don’t start thinking this is a good way out, this is an expensive
way to go. 2.03B was not sponsored, so we ordered new plates to go on extra awards. That cost us $22
for the 4 plates including tax and postage. I have not shipped any of them yet but from past experience
they will cost between $4 and $5 to mail each of the awards. We ordered 215 awards, of which 188
were given.
The raffle made a big turnaround from last year. We took in $312 from the raffle. Because of the
generous donations of kits from our members we spent much less on seeding the raffle. The Blue Devil
Destroyer that was a separate draw had 101 tickets in the can, and the Battleship North Carolina print
had 64. Both winners happily collected their winnings.
I received two complaints during the show. One from a vendor reporting a theft of a kit. It was a $180
kit, which he was asking $100 for. And the other was from an entrant complaining about the damage
done to his model by the judges. I never saw the model. He made the damage sound extensive. He did
say that he appreciated that the judge came to him and apologized for the damage he caused.
And finally, lost and found: One plastic tub of models found at the show, left behind. We know who
they belong to, but he lives in Manchester NH, and we have not found a way to reunite them, yet.
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FROM THE BRIDGE
The President's Column
We are now in our 48th (2016 – 2017) membership year. Two away from 50! The membership fee is
still only $10 per year and we accept advanced payment if you wish to get ahead on your
membership. There is also a family membership plan. You can catch me at a meeting or send your
payments to me by mail, checks to be made payable to Bay Colony Historic Modelers.
There is some sad news to report. Bob passed this info on to me and I have confirmed it. Inactive
member Mark Rose passed back in March. Mark was 47, a Gulf War veteran and a father of 3. We
held a couple meetings at his house in North Dighton. Mark was hit by a northbound Amtrak train while
crossing the tracks at Mansfield Station in early March.
Airfix USA has announced that the promised 1/48 Curtiss P-40B is now available through the Airfix
USA website. You can go to the Airfix USA website and they do post a list of hobby shops that carry
Airfix kits, I’m not sure how a hobby shop gets on this list, I suspect that the shops have to order direct
from Airfix. For some reason, it appears that Airfix is making it difficult to obtain their kits unless you
order direct from Airfix USA. I’ve asked Harry about this and he told me that a couple distributors they
do business with are no longer offering Airfix. Even Squadron/MMD has a very limited list of available
Airfix kits, and those are offered with a slim to none discount. That said, maybe Airfix is keeping a very
limited inventory available. The B-17 is still on pre-order status. They have also announced a British F4 Phantom II in 1/72 for 2017. To the best of my knowledge, the main difference between this and the
US versions was the engines and exhaust nozzles. So, I don’t recommend holding your breath but
crossing your fingers might work, either Airfix will re-box it with the correct nozzles or someone will
produce resin nozzles to build the US version(S). I understand issuing the British version first, but I
have to imagine that not issuing a US version (not to mention B, C, D, J versions), misses a major
portion of the market. And this just in, the new tool Handley Page Victor B.2 in 1/72 is out in England.
Would I buy a British Phantom from Airfix you may ask. I don’t know, would be my reply. I have an old
Hasagawa Brit Phantom in my collection, unbuilt. I don’t feel any need to replace it, and honestly, I will
probably never build it. The Hasagawa kit has to be a least 20 years old, if not more. I have seen the
3D CADD drawings of the Airfix Phantom II and it does look pretty nifty. So that is one point in their
favor. The US version would be most definitely, at least one. (I have purchased an English
Electric/BAC Lightning Mk. 2 and Mk.6 from Airfix’s new tools. They replace an old Hasegawa kit from
the 70’s and, I think a Frog kit. The Airfix kits are a definite improvement and the Lightning had some
colorful schemes. Big plane!)
BayCon 2016 is in the bag and appears to be considered a ‘good show’. I had a couple phone calls
after the show thanking me and the club for providing such a good show. (Normally I receive a couple
complaints, so I was waiting for the ‘BUT’ in each conversation, but it never came!) I have penned a
short report about the show that includes some of the numbers, but because I am still compiling the
results, it is incomplete, but it should be in this issue. (Fingers crossed.) The numbers look good
across the board.
After the November meeting at Gian Montecalvo’s, a group of member proceeded to the hall to set up
for the show. John Gisetto had been to the hall earlier in the day, set up a couple tables and dropped
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off the raffle kits and trophies. We had the remaining tables set up and in place, up on the leg
extenders, and covered in about 45 minutes. Most of the crew left at that point, the remainder taking
care of some of the details, like checking the sound system and putting the construction lights up on
the air handling units, and testing them. (Mostly Monte.) Putting the lights up seems to have helped a
lot. We were out of there before 6 pm.
The hall was supposed to open about 7:15 Sunday morning to let the vendors in. (I wasn’t there so I
can’t confirm it.) It took us a short while to put the finishing touches on the tables and final setup. Joe
Russum arrived and took over the registration table and we were off and running. Joe was ably
assisted by new member Mike McNamara who jumped right in to get the job done.
A number of members have stepped up to take over many of the roles required for the show to
function well. Besides the people I have already mentioned, Chris Libucha has taken over the raffle
and was ably assisted by Renee and Pat McColgan. Bob Magina and Warren April took over the Club
Table this year. Paul Champigny has been the Vendor Coordinator for a few years now. I want to thank
them for their efforts. I also want to thank all those that showed up to set up Saturday evening and
helped to clean up after the show. And I would also like to give a shout out to all those members and
non-members that help us with judging. They don’t get enough credit for the work that they do. People
are lining up in advance to dispute and second guess their decisions. And finally, a thank you to all of
the members that came and participated at one level or another. All in all, having a show that comes
off this well reflects well on the whole club.
We had one category, 2.03 Pre 1946 Armor, which we split at the request of the judges, due to the
number of entries. We split it Allied and Axis. Due to the number of WWI tanks in the category, it
possibly could have been split WWI and WWII. It was rare that we ever saw any WWI armor and all of
a sudden there is a flood of it. I wonder if it being the 100th anniversary of the advent of the tank in
WWI has anything to do with it? What became category 2.03B had no sponsor. We ordered new
award plates and put them on unused awards. There will be an additional expense to mail them out.
Just to recap, we had 88 entrants with 314 entries. There were also about 200 people to view the
models and visit the vendors. All of these numbers were up from 2015.
Frank Knight made an appearance and helped with the judging. It was good to see him. I had a
chance to say hi and not much more. I did get a chance to talk to a lot of people, some ex-members,
some members from other clubs and some long time attendees of the show. I was busy all day and
never got to spend any time in the vendor area. Every time I headed in that direction a fire flared up
and had to be put out. There was a theft at a vendor table, a sizeable one, unfortunately the vendor
couldn’t provide any info, he didn’t see the kit leave, being involved with other customers. If you should
happen to hear of anyone talking about the great deal he got on a $180 figure at our show, please let
us know.
One conversation I had at the show was one that I don’t wish to repeat. Evidently a model was
damaged during judging. It was the owner of that model that spoke to me. He was appreciative of the
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fact that the judge went to him and apologized for damaging the model, but he was perturbed as to the
extent of damage done and didn’t understand how it could happen. I didn’t see the model, or the
damage, so I can’t comment on it. I do wish that I had been notified, and I hope the chief judge was. It
is one of our great fears, damage to models while on display, but we know it happens. It is why we put
all those “Please don’t touch” signs on the tables, and why we ask the judges to minimize contact with
the models in the judges meeting, it’s also why we have insurance through IPMS to cover the show.
It is that time of the year for us to renew our IPMS charter. I need to jump on that because it’s due
before Jan. 1st. The paperwork for the renewal usually comes at the end of October and I’m in full
show mode at that point. And I still have people to chase and paperwork to finish. The pushing the
show forward a week has made a big difference to my work load, my Christmas shopping is
interfering.
I had hoped to have this column done before the meeting so Bob could get the newsletter done before
then, but alas it didn’t happen, so some of this column had to be re-written due to some of my
comments being outdated.
I hope everyone recognized that Dec. 7th was the 75th anniversary of the attack on Pearl Harbor. I still
find it amazing that our losses being what they were, were only as high as they were, about 4,000
American servicemen killed, wounded, or injured. I believe that most of us now realize that we fired
the opening rounds of that battle and the Japanese suffered the first losses, when the destroyer USS
Ward sank a midget sub trying to enter Pearl Harbor about an hour before the Japanese planes
arrived. We know that 5 midget subs were launched towards Pearl as part of a two pronged attack.
The naval aviation element protested this move for fear the subs would alert the defenses. It has been
argued as to the number of these midget subs that penetrated the inner harbor. One was rammed off
of Ford Island by the destroyer Monaghan, and salvaged within weeks of the attack. For a few years
now a number of historians have argued, based on an aerial photograph taken from one of the
attacking planes, that it shows a conning tower just off of battleship row. Further examination seems to
show 4 splashes from aerial torpedoes but 6 torpedo runs, indicating that the sub may have
successfully fired its torpedoes at the battleships USS Oklahoma and/or USS West Virginia. This has
been disputed. Prior to the 75th Anniversary proceedings taking place at Pearl Harbor, divers went
down to investigate the remains of the USS Arizona, checking the rate of deterioration and structural
integrity of the remains. Sweeps of the area by robot drones looking for the effects of the remains, that
still contains fluids and fuel, find three sections of a midget sub.
I would like to wish everyone a Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays to you and all of yours. I hope
Santa leaves you what you want, or at least what you need. And I hope you have the opportunity to be
generous and remember the true meaning of this holiday season.
God bless America! Pray for our servicemen overseas.
Happy modeling and give kits to kids!
John J. Nickerson
bchmaprez@verizon.net
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Up Scope
Jan 14th Meeting

Feb 11th Meeting

Bill Collins
113 Powderhorn Drive
Taunton, MA 02780
508-695-7754 (Bob Magina)

Brian Messier
Fairhaven Fire Station
146 Washington Street
Fairhaven, MA 02719
508-889-4026

Directions:
Take 140N from Taunton or S from Norton. Go right or
left on Norton Street. Take a left at first fork,
then a right at the second fork. Take first right
and follow along to house #113.

Directions: From the north, you want to take either 140
south or 495 south. For those taking 140, take 195 east to
exit 18. For those taking 495 take 195 West to exit 18. off
the exit you will be heading south. go through 1 set of
lights. bear right at the second set of lights onto route 6.
Again, go through one set of lights at Alden Road. take
your NEXT LEFT ( across from Burger King). This is
Washington St. The fire station is about a thousand feet
down on your right. the address for those with a GPS is
146 Washington St, Fairhaven MA. 02719.
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Darlington Hobbies
379 Market St.
Warren RI 02885
401 245 7550
Store Hours:
Mon-Fri
Sat.
Sun.

10am – 7pm
9am – 5pm
12pm - 4pm

Contact Info. Email:
paul@darlingtonhobbiesinc.com Website:
www.darlingtonhobbies.com Were willing to
give your model club discounts. 30% off ordered items. (must be prepaid) 20% off in stock items.
(paints & supplies are 15%)
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In Range
Nov 12th Meeting – Gian Montecalvo
1/35th Hetzer (WIP) – Steve Kwasny
1/35th St. Chamound (WIP) – Steve Kwasny
1/35th Ti-67 (WIP) – Gian Montecalvo
1/72nd British Bedford – Bob Don
1/35th T-34 Mod 1942 – Gil Costa
1/24th 1987 Buick Grand National – Gil Costa
In Attendance:
Bob Magina
Ted Bunn
Mike Mac Namara
John McCormick
Chris Libucha
John Nickerson
Gian Montecalvo
Gil Costa

Steve Kwasny
Kevin Conlon
Paul Champigny
Joe Russum
Kevin Colburn
Pat McColgen
Ray Rosario
Bob Don

Raffle: 1/35th JS II – Gian Montecalvo
Sanding Stick – Ray Rosario
X-Acto Blades – Ted Bunn
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IPMS Bay Colony Modelers meet the second
Saturday of each month from 1:00 to 4:00 PM.
The meetings take place at selected members
houses. Look at the Battlewagon or the club
website for locatiion and directions. Guests are
always welcome. Membership is $10.00 per year.
Members and guests are encourged to bring
completed models or works in progress for display
and discussion.

IPMS Bay Colony Historical
Modelers
71 Willow Lane
Plainville, MA 02762
phone: (508)-695-7754
e-mail: treadhead@comcast.net
web: www.ipmsbaycolony.com

The Battlewagon is published six times per year.
All opinions expressed are those of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect IPMS Bay Colony
or IPMS USA views. Submissions relevant to
modeling are welcome, and may be published at
the discretion of the editor. All material is subject
to editing. There is no payment for articles.

2016 - 2017 Club Dues
If you have not already done so, please renew
your dues for the coming 2015-2016 membership
year. Dues are still $10. Please remit your dues to
John Nickerson at a meeting or send it to him at
18 Stone Street, Middleboro, MA 02346

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOPS

(508) – 222-3460

Hobby Hut
47 Bank Street Rear
Attleboro, MA 02703
Models - Trains - Paints - Rockets - RC
- Hobby Supplies 10-6 Daily
10-5 Sat
Closed Sundays
- WILL SPECIAL ORDER -

IPMS Bay Colony Historical Modelers
71 Willow Lane
Plainville, MA 02762

